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The Rapture

The Rapture is the next end times event on the timeline of biblical prophecy. The Rapture of the Church (1 Thessalonians 4:13-17) is the secret and sudden event whereby all Christians, both dead or alive, are transformed and caught up to meet Christ in the air. The Lord Jesus will then transport His church to Heaven in the twinkling of an eye. After the seven year Tribulation period, Jesus Christ will return with his raptured saints (Matthew 24:30, 2 Thessalonians 1:7, 1 Peter 1:13, Revelation 1:7) to rule and reign during the Millennial Kingdom. Learn all about the end times signs that are around us that show time is short and that Jesus is coming very soon. Find out how you can be ready for this secret event that will astonish and surprise the world when it takes place. We also have a Rapture Survival Guide with information for those who will find themselves left behind.
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The Rapture and Bible Resource for the End Times

Rapture Forums helps you understand how the End Times News relates to the Rapture, Revelation, and the Second Coming as we await the return of Jesus Christ. We currently have over 16,000 Featured articles and commentaries giving you an in-depth knowledge and understanding of the last days in which we live. Be sure to check out our End Times Timeline to see how the end times will play out. You will also want to check out our large collection of Bible Prophecy charts that will help you with your studies. You can join our forums to discuss and learn more about Bible prophecy, the Pre-Tribulation Doctrine of the Rapture, the Book of Revelation, the Second Coming, and other last days events as they fall into place.
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The Biden Administration’s War against the Government of Israel
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Is Revelation Too Hard to Believe?
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Big Brother is Listening in On You
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The Obama and Biden Administrations’ Betrayal of America’s Closest Ally in the Middle East: Israel
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Iran and Israel: Is the Denial Game Over?
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The Roman Trials
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Swastikas Are Progressive Now
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Abbas’ Fatah Party Threatens Iran For Meddling in Internal Palestinian Affairs
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When China Wired Money to Joe’s House
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Not Sure Democrats Could Be Any More Evil
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Facebook Disables Frontpage Editor Jamie Glazov’s Account For Posting About Hamas’ Threat to Americans
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A Revolution in Prophetic Affairs – Vol. IV
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Identifying the 24 Elders of Revelation 4
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Jesus the Lamb of God in the Passover Seder
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After The Rapture
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Former IRS Chief Urged Investigation of the Freedom Center
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Illegals Encouraged to Take Advantage of Squatter ‘Rights’ Laws
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Nadler Claims No Men Are in Women’s Sports
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We have many interesting topics listed below. Please feel free to look around and share with others if you find them beneficial to your studies. We strive to be your one-stop resource for everything concerning the last days. We are always adding to our collection of resources, so please check back regularly to get the most current and up-to-date information.
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Rapture Forums needs your support to continue to alert people to the soon return of Christ as well as to spread the Gospel message to millions of people each year on the Internet.
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Here is where you can find all the latest articles that are added to Rapture Forums. We update the website daily, so make sure you check back often so you don’t miss anything important.
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The Rapture Forums News Headlines section is where we have daily updates of end times news headlines as they relate to the secret return of the Lord Jesus Christ for the church.
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Looking for a Bible prophecy gauge of how close we are getting to the return of Christ for the church? You will need to look no further than the Rapture Dashboard. It is updated daily.
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We have an excellent Bible prophecy article showing 50 reasons why we are living in the end times. You will see clearly that we are living in the end times as spoken of in the Bible.
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With all the negative claims by secular unbelievers about the compatibility of the Bible and science, Rapture Forums shows that there is no conflict at all between science and God’s Word.
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We have an excellent article that shows you over 101 end times Bible prophecies that are being fulfilled in our lifetimes that show without a doubt we are living in the last days as spoken of in the Bible.
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The Rapture Report is a timely analysis of newsworthy articles in the end times news headlines that shows signs that we are moving closer and closer to the rapture of the church to Heaven.
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If you would like to have a good idea of how the end times will play out, then you will want to take a good look at our end times timeline that shows you what to expect in the future.
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The Rapture Forums is an interactive community made up of believers from all parts of the world who have come together to wait for the soon to be rapture of the church to Heaven.
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Rapture Forums has tons of articles dealing with the rapture of the church. The church is not destined to wrath so we can be confident in the Lord’s return before the Tribulation period.
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It’s been said that Christ fulfilled hundreds of Bible prophecies having to do with the Messiah that God promised. You can find out more about all the First Coming prophecies here.
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Just as Jesus Christ fulfilled the First Coming prophecies exactly as they were foretold, we can expect Him to fulfill the Second Coming prophecies in the same manner upon his return.
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Here you can find out all about Islam and the Christian cults. We have good information on the Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and much more to help people steer clear of dangerous cults.
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The Book of Revelation is a book like none other in the world. We can help you make sense of it all with articles and commentaries that bring the book to life so that you can clearly understand it.
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Rapture Forums has many great articles having to do with the Bible including examinations of many of the cardinal doctrines of the faith. A wide range of bible study topics are covered here.
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Rapture Forums has put together some very unique Christian wallpapers to help inspire you in your Christian walk. These wallpapers are free and for your personal use. Grab one today!
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Did the rapture happen and you were left behind? We have critical information about what to expect next and what not to do in the future. Print this out for those that are left behind.
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Jesus performed numerous miracles when he was on Earth. We examine many of them and their meanings. We think you will find them very interesting and rewarding to study.
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Everyone has heard about Jesus Christ. Rapture Forums has a list of 100 facts about Jesus that shows He is who He said He was. This is a very detailed look at Christ and his life while he was on earth.
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One of the most frequent questions people have is where does America fit in Bible prophecy? We take a good look at this important question and you may be surprised at the answer we have.
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Jesus Christ fulfilled to the letter all of the prophecies concerning the coming Messiah that would be sent to pay for the sins of mankind. Read this article to learn all about some of them.
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Rapture Forums has provided a section for Bible verses listed by topics to help in your Bible studies. We believe that you will find this section useful as you learn more about God’s Word.
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Are you looking for prophetic charts and aids to help you understand when the end times signs occur? Then click here to review our complete reference collection for your studies.
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Rapture Forums has put together a large collection of Dr. Clarence Larkin’s famous Bible prophecy charts in one place to help aid in your biblical studies. Feel free to use them in your Bible studies.
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This is where you can watch the Gospel of John movie that has helped to share Jesus Christ with people all over the world. You can watch it on our site anytime 24/7 all year long.
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The Jesus movie is one of the most popular Christian movie of all time. It is an excellent tool to use for witnessing to others online. Rapture Forums has the movie here for your enjoyment.
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Wanting to spend more time in God’s Word? We have provided a simple and practical reading schedule to help you read through the Bible in one year. Go ahead and get started today!
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The Gospel & Salvation Tracts – God has commissioned us to take the Gospel to the whole world and to every living thing. Want to know how you can witness to a spiritually dying world around you? Do you want to be able to present a clear and concise summary of how to be saved so they can make a decision for Christ? If you answered yes, then our tracts may be just what you are looking for. The tracts are 4″ x 6″ and have an “Are You Ready” image on the front side. If you are interested, feel free to use the contact page to send me your name and address so they can be mailed to you. I will send you some while supplies last.
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The Roman Catholic Salvation Plan – We have many articles on Roman Catholicism that show the works-based salvation plan of Rome is contrary to the Word of God. Learn how such practices and traditions such as the rosary, praying to the dead, relying on Mary as co-redeemer, etc. have caused many to fall out of line with what the scriptures teach. We can also help you learn more about true salvation that is found in Jesus Christ, so that you can avoid the pitfalls and false teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. Check it out and see if you think God really intended to make getting saved this complicated. Click here to read more.
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Rapture Forums helps you understand how the End Times news relates to the Pre-Trib Rapture and Bible Prophecy.
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